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FINDING A LOCAL SOLUTION
TO A GLOBAL PROBLEM
There is little doubt an ever increasing problem for many
towns and cities is the sheer volume of traffic. Indeed the
combination of urban population growth, traffic congestion and
an impending health crisis from vehicle pollution, along with
the likely failure to comply by 2030 with EU policy for near zero
emissions city logistics, will require a radical approach to even
begin to solve these problems.
Everything points to the current methods of city logistics,
with ever increasing volumes of vehicles moving people and
goods into and around cities rapidly becoming unsustainable.
Realistically, refining the current freight operating methods is
not likely to address this problem.
Current solutions including ‘congestion charging’ have had mixed
success to date, often slowing down the rate of increase in
congestion but not tackling the fundamental problems, especially
the ‘zero emission’ and similar increasingly necessary objectives.
An industry consultant recently commented that the freight
industry will not find a market solution on its own until its costs
become excessive by which time the city will have “ground to
a halt, gasping for breath in uneconomic queues”.
Clearly this is a global problem and what would be ideal is for the
UK to begin to develop and put in place a solution which could
become the template for other cities across the world to copy.
There are a series of UK Government and EU backed initiatives
underway to identify potential solutions to the urban congestion
problem. A recent report to UK Government prepared by
Cranfield University stated that the benefits to society from
implementing an Urban Freight policy include:
−− Reduced congestion as a result of consolidation of
flows (some not all) onto a single vehicle which in turn
supports more effective public transport by releasing
space on the roads
−− Reduced particulate emissions from diesel engines increasingly cited as a major cause of health issues for
city dwellers
−− Reduced noise – a further major social benefit and
which will allow extended hours of delivery further
reducing congestion and contributing to more effective
city services

It will require a completely fresh logistics concept and
regulatory environment and could include City Hubs, Electric
Trucks, Freight by Tram and Canal, Hushed Handling, Extended
Hours and Permits. It is going to be a challenge but success
would bring considerable benefits to everyone.
The Anisa Group has accepted an invitation to join the ‘City
Logistics Feasibility Study’, an initiative supported by the
Technology Strategy Board (a UK Government funded agency)
and led by Cranfield University. Other organisations involved
include LCP a well-known consulting firm with considerable
expertise in the logistics field, led by Professor Alan Braithwaite,
who kindly contributed to this article.
Anisa Group is seen as having unique expertise in providing
and running extensive, resilient, high volume TMS networks on
behalf of major logistics companies.
The objective of the City Logistics Feasibility Study is to develop
a scheme that will dramatically improve the congestion problems
of Greater Manchester. With congestion levels already at ‘red
alert’ and forecast to worsen, Greater Manchester is particularly
challenged. Once agreed, a ‘small scale’ working solution would
be implemented to test the feasibility of the scheme.
The successful implementation of the scheme would be an
excellent outcome both for Greater Manchester and other large
cities. It would enable the UK to take a lead in solving these
and similar problems and develop expertise in delivering these
solutions that could be implemented around the world.
The UK will benefit by enhancing its reputation in both
providing ‘thought leadership’ and practical expertise in this
field and underpin our leading position in the global logistics
marketplace. One thing is certain - things will have to change
and are likely to start changing sooner than we might expect!
For over 40 years Anisa Group has provided products and
services that are operationally secure, reliable and affordable.
With successful implementations in over 60 countries our
priorities remain product innovation, customer service and
value for money.
I hope you find this edition of Supply Chain Link interesting and
helpful – featuring as always our customers and their successes.

In addition there could be many benefits both direct and indirect
to businesses and the general economy by implementing more
efficient ways of providing goods and services to city centres.
Ross Telford
Chairman, Anisa Group of Companies
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When there is no alternative to getting
it right - every time!
A key part of the Anisa Group approach to business is working with our clients to fully understand their detailed
business requirements and ensure our systems exactly fit to their operational needs. It is always a very interesting
and rewarding two-way process. Experience demonstrates that time invested up-front to get the systems
and operational processes totally synchronised will be repaid again and again in faster, less disruptive system
implementations and more rapid and sustained improvements in operational efficiency.
All companies require highly reliable and operationally flexible
supply chains to function successfully. However, we are all
realistic enough to know that despite everyone’s best efforts there
can be times when, for various reasons, a company’s production,
transport resources, available stocks and so on, do not absolutely
match with customer demand.

business operations to meet changing situations. Many feature
in this issue of Supply Chain Link and on our website. Most
importantly, where things have gone wrong for a company, we can
work with them to help make the necessary improvements to their
ongoing business processes to reduce the possibility of the same
or similar problems happening again within their organisation.

Well run businesses quickly respond to these potential problem
situations by implementing a range of established management
actions. For example a manufacturing business might increase
production by re-allocating production facilities or working
overtime to meet higher than expected demand. A retailer could
respond by re-pricing or changing their product marketing focus
to modify the level of demand for a specific product. As we know,
there are often numerous other actions that can be implemented
to balance the available supplies and to better support changes in
requirements.

However, there are some organisations that rely heavily on their
supply chains but do not have the ability to simply modify demand
by pricing or rapidly increasing output and so on. They have no
alternative but to excel at working within extremely tight constraints
and to get it right every time!

The systems provided by the Anisa Group, which includes ERP
software and Warehouse and Transport Management software,
are specifically designed to successfully re-align our client’s
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For example, NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) is a Special
Health Authority and key to the operation of the NHS. Providing
Blood and Transplant services to the NHS, which means supplying
enough safe blood to hospitals in England and North Wales
and providing tissues and solid organs to hospitals across the
UK. Each year donors give about 1.8 million donations of blood
and about 4,600 organ transplants are carried out – saving and
transforming countless lives.
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Safeguarding the blood supply and increasing the number of
donated organs involves collecting, testing, processing, storing
and delivering blood, plasma and tissue to every NHS Trust in
England and North Wales, NHSBT also matches, allocates, audits
and analyses organ donations across the whole of the UK.
NHSBT has some of the world’s most modern and innovative
facilities at their blood and tissue centres. The centres receive and
process these blood and tissue donations under tight guidelines
in a highly regulated environment with incredible efficiency –
ensuring that products are successfully delivered to the hospitals
that need them every day.
Making sure that all available resources are deployed in the
most efficient manner is the best method of meeting variations

anyone involved in supply chain processes. Shown below is an
example of their achievements and the setting of future targets - all
of which are published on their website:
“We will continue to implement lean manufacturing principles
which have already contributed to us achieving world-class
productivity levels in processing and testing. This has helped us
reduce the price of blood from £140/unit in 2008-09 to £122/unit
for 2013-14. Our aim is to maintain this low price for the period
ahead, absorbing increases in our costs by delivering efficiencies.
“We are implementing a transport management system that will
make sure our transport network, supporting what is a complex
logistical supply chain operation, is as effective and efficient as
possible.”
Many commercial organisations would be challenged to even
begin to match that performance – particularly given the demand
– supply – quality requirement that must always be achieved every
day of the year.
For many businesses the supply chain processes are built around
the well-established ‘just in time’ approach. Some companies even
have an inbuilt allowance or tolerance for not always getting it right
- for whatever reason, but in the NHSBT Supply Chain operation
an ‘almost in time’ result, which may sometimes happen in other
organisations, is simply not acceptable – ever!

in demand. Getting the systems right for these organisations is
critical. Collections and deliveries must always be made at the
right time and to the right place – there is no scope for mistakes!
NHSBT is one of the few operations that must be fully functioning at
optimum efficiency – at all times! A genuine example of 7x24x365
availability. Given the nature of what is being done and the volumes
involved – even the ‘six sigma’ quality levels that many businesses
aspire to, but few consistently achieve – for NHSBT must be seen
as the minimum standard to be maintained and then improved
upon!
NHSBT is acutely aware of the financial pressures facing public
sector services and in particular, its NHS hospital customers. They
work on the basis that every £1 saved on the price of their products
and services is £1 available to treat patients and have successfully
kept the cost of blood low through continuous and wide ranging
efficiency programmes, whilst at the same time, always achieving
the absolutely highest quality standards.

Often the work of an organisation is only fully appreciated when
you really need them. Recently a close friend was taken seriously ill
and over several days needed a considerable amount of a relatively
rare blood group. The emergency passed and everything turned
out well. The hospital was absolutely confident that there would be
no problems with blood supply but did highlight that the constant
demand for blood of all blood groups means it is important for
everyone who possibly can to make regular donations – an
important reminder to us all.
You can find out more about NHSBT (nhsbt.nhs.uk) on their
website. If you are inspired to help, you can learn more about
blood and organ donations on the dedicated websites blood.
co.uk and organdonation.nhs.uk. You can also obtain posters and
literature to encourage friends and colleagues to become donors.
After all, you never know, one day you may be very grateful for
the dedication and efficiency of NHSBT and the kindness and
generosity of a donor.

The NHSBT 2014 – 15 Strategic Plan makes interesting reading for

www.anisagroup.com
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Silverline Office Equipment chooses In2grate to
achieve step-change transformation in its business
Silverline Office Equipment Ltd has been manufacturing steel
office furniture in the UK for over 30 years. With a factory based
in Mildenhall, Suffolk and a London showroom, the company
now employs 110 people and turns over more than £10 million.
Its customisable product ranges have earned a reputation in the
industry for high functionality, style and eye-catching use of colour.
As a result, few customer orders are the same.
Since 2002, the company has used specially commissioned
bespoke manufacturing software. However, in 2008 Government
led austerity measures began to impact its predominantly public
sector customer base. In successive years it became increasingly
clear that the bespoke software was not capable of supporting the
company’s operations either in meeting increasingly harsh market
conditions or accelerated diversification into private sector work.
In 2013, Silverline’s management team made the decision
that a financial investment in a new platform was critical to the
company’s market position and future success. They embarked
on a year-long research and selection process for new ‘best fit’
manufacturing software that would enable the company to achieve
vital step-change transformations in its business operations.

A CHALLENGING SITUATION
Having used bespoke software, Silverline’s business was facing
significant challenges, including:
−− Decades of manufacturing customisable products resulting in
the existence of many thousands of Bills of Materials (BOMs).
−− The high volume of BOMs caused various difficulties in
specifying new products and variations and made reflecting
the manufacturing processes increasingly difficult and timeconsuming.
−− Reporting from the bespoke software had been augmented
by numerous spreadsheets of varying complexity. There
was no single ‘real time’ view of fundamental information
such as inventory levels, order status or delivery timescales.
Resolving the discrepancies caused additional work, extended
production lead times and still resulted in errors.
Peter Murray, Systems and Manufacturing Development Manager
at Silverline, explains: “The company had reached a stage where it
had to think about manufacturing in a different context; as being a
single process from quotation to invoice, not just about producing
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quality products to cost and delivering them on time.
“It was crucial that we looked at new ways of working, getting
orders swiftly and ‘right first time’ into our business software and
then relay workflow information across departments very quickly.
This would take us forward considerably,” Peter says.

RIGOROUS SELECTION
Realising that software functionality was its key requirement;
Silverline adopted a software-led selection process.
Peter Murray explains, “We wanted a manufacturing focused
product that would be continuously developed by the supplier, not
us. We also knew that we wanted to work with an ERP systems
integrator - ideally with specialist capabilities in manufacturing and
the furniture industry - rather than a global ERP provider. Given
that the existing bespoke system had proved unfit for purpose over
the years, our working relationship with the vendor was going to
be crucial to the success of the new system. This resulted in a
shortlist of 10.
“We also wanted to work with a UK based company who shared our
vision to deliver successful business operational transformations,
not just to implement software. In this respect, the selection of the
vendor was as important as the product selection.”
Competitive tenders from 3 vendors resulted in the selection of
In2grate Business Solutions based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV
and TRIMIT, a manufacturing solution tailored to the furniture
industry.

PRODUCT CONFIGURATION BREAKTHROUGH
The functional specification prepared by In2grate has identified
several breakthroughs for Silverline’s business and operations,
notably the reduction in BOMs from many thousands to less than
50 ‘master BOMs’ which will fulfil Silverline’s existing product
portfolio.
The dramatic cutback is made possible using the capabilities of the
configurator within TRIMIT. Products can be defined as ‘masters’
with pre-defined optional parameters known as ‘Vardims’ –
variants or dimensions. Each Vardim can be used to define the
item number, e.g. the number of drawers in the cabinet, or to
define a property of the product, e.g. the position of the badge.
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Using the Configurator, Silverline will be able to extend and
expand its product range simply, effectively and accurately. The
Configurator will also drive dynamic cost calculations alongside
the BOMs so that customer quotations can be created in real-time
rather than taking 2 days or more to turn around manually within a
typical 2 week production process. Together, the time savings are
significant and customer service levels will be improved.

FURTHER TRANSFORMATIONS
The intrinsic reporting capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics NAV
combined with its familiar Microsoft Office interface is another
breakthrough for Silverline. Many of the spreadsheets supporting
the existing system will be replaced immediately with standard and
customisable real time reports based on the same fundamental
data, eliminating discrepancies and errors.
Previously, order documentation and labels were raised in advance
and would have to be reproduced if the order changed during
production. Now, documentation will be created at the time of
requirement and routed to the appropriate physical location for use.
Electrostatic paint booths within the manufacturing process have
to be scheduled to apply colour from light to dark shades so that
each colour is true and uncontaminated by its predecessor. This
previously spreadsheet-based process will be automated within the
new system, improving both efficiency and turnaround times and
will integrate with Silverline’s Lean MRP Continuous Improvement
programmes.
Despatch operations are another area where the new Microsoft
Dynamics NAV and TRIMIT platform will replace supporting
spreadsheets. Silverline will introduce ‘pick, pack and ship’
operations so that items for delivery are queued in the correct
order at the loading bays and scanned onto the correct vehicle for
delivery, improving despatch times and reducing errors.

STEP CHANGE TRANSFORMATION
Enabled by a 98% reduction in BOMs, the availability of real time
data and tangible time savings, the results of the new Microsoft
Dynamics NAV and TRIMIT platform solution are transformational
for Silverline’s business and its future.
One of the company’s initial expectations is to achieve a 50% reduction
in order process times for customer specific orders. Configurator
functionality within TRIMIT is capable of supporting the business and
an expanding product portfolio for many years to come.

WHY IN2GRATE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS?
Although the product choice was compelling, Peter Murray at
Silverline is quick to point out that In2grate’s capabilities and
attitude played just as much of a part in Silverline’s decision.
“In2grate made it clear to us in a variety of ways that our business
was very important to them. Their obvious close relationship with
TRIMIT (hence Microsoft) and the fact that TRIMIT visited from
Denmark at In2grate’s request gave us great confidence in their
commitment to a successful implementation and quality of the ongoing support.
“During the selection process, In2grate were always eager, but
never over-bearing and this is testament to the importance they
put on working relationships. It’s clear to Silverline that In2grate
recognises the culture and subcultures within organisations,
and they are able to adapt to each one to gain maximum buy-in
from everyone involved. This is a vital element in any successful
business transformation.
“Silverline is delighted to be working with In2grate and we are
looking forward to starting a new chapter in our business,” Peter
Murray concludes.

www.anisagroup.com
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From bar codes
to dashboards
(it only took 65 years)

Since the first barcode patent was filed in the US by Woodland and
Silver in 1949, Radio Frequency (RF) scanning has progressed
to become part of everyday life and is even a standard feature
of many smartphones and tablet devices. It came of age in the
1970’s to scan barcodes on products or warehouse locations
and its use has grown rapidly as scanning devices and network
technologies have become more affordable.
Although it is a relatively straightforward technology, in the right
environment it can still deliver significant improvements in the
accuracy and speed of your warehousing and logistics operations,
which can really benefit the company’s bottom line.

AN ABUNDANCE OF DATA
More recently, the plethora of data that is captured within an RF
enabled warehouse environment is being analysed and presented
in the form of an online dashboard. This provides warehouse
managers with real-time situational awareness which means they
have complete visibility of what is happening in the warehouse,
without having to walk the floor, and they can focus on responding
quickly to any changes. It is probably the single biggest step
change in the use of the technology since the wireless RF terminal
was wheeled out.
This comprehensive data allows detailed analysis of warehouse
operations for a deeper and more accurate understanding of
resource utilisation and costs allowing aggregated reporting against
financial and operational Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
Before we move to looking at what RF driven dashboards can
do, it’s worth reminding ourselves that RF technology has some
fundamental benefits of its own.

LOTS OF SKUS?
If your warehouse is well laid-out, with many locations, racked
locations and/or lots of Stock Keeping Units (SKUs), then it’s
highly likely that a WMS equipped with RF scanning would be
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beneficial; it sends the instructions to RF devices in the optimal
sequence in which to complete pick, put away and stock check
activities in high throughput environments and replies in real-time
rather than relying on paper based records.
“Even in highly mechanised warehouses, trained operators may
still be needed to book goods in and out,” Dave explains, “so
the RF scanning system optimises the remaining operator based
activities of your warehouse operations as well.”

WHAT IS RF SCANNING?
In a typical general warehouse, using RF scanning as part of the
Warehouse Management System (WMS), individual products and
locations are identified with bar codes. Operators use RF scanners
to read the bar codes and transfer product information, quantities
and location information directly into the WMS via wireless network.
Dave Renshaw, CEO at OBS Logistics, explains more: “RF
scanning systems have the advantages of improved accuracy
and efficiency, eliminating paperwork and being able to operate in
real-time. Widely used in food-grade, HAZ-MAT and cold storage
applications, RF scanning systems can be used in just about
any warehouse, but there are a number of applications where RF
scanning really comes into its own.”

DEALING WITH OTIF?
On Time In Full (OTIF) warehouse operations are among the most
demanding of environments, especially when combined with
stringent customer service level targets or KPIs.
The use of RF scanning for receipt and put away activity increases
the accuracy of stock and location data, reduces the likelihood of
error in the picking process and increases the quality of service, as
well as speeding up the process.
“A WMS equipped with RF scanning has great advantages when
you’re tasked with picking complex products such as bathroom
suites with multiple components per product,” Dave says. “Operators
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are led from one pick to the next in an optimal sequence and without
omissions which means that a second quality check at the end of
the pick isn’t needed. That helps efficiency and speed too.”

COMPLIANCE OR MULTIPLE CLIENT WAREHOUSES?
Dave continues: “If your warehouse operations are handling goods
such as chemicals and pharmaceuticals, regulations and auditing
are even more important or often mandatory for the goods in
question. RF scanning becomes a mission critical part of your
operations in this instance because it’s vital to ensure accuracy and
provide the required audit trail to meet compliance regulations.”
For high volume and/or multiple client warehouses, which often
experience high levels of change to the pick sequence in response to
customer ordering activity, RF scanning systems are a must-have.
When you have this detailed data about every warehouse task
you can use it to provide greater visibility of activity across the
warehouse, as Dave describes: “RF scanning creates a situational
awareness which means that you have the flexibility to adapt
operations in real time.”

MUST-HAVE BENEFITS
“Increased accuracy, and the efficiency that flows from it, go
hand-in-hand,” Dave continues, “so if your competitors are using
RF scanning and you’re not, they’ll eventually overtake you and be
able to serve customers faster, better and at lower cost.”
The information is scanned from bar code labels directly into the
system, so there are no paper pick lists to be manually entered into
the WMS, which eliminates the risk of keying errors, duplication
and omission. The speed and accuracy of scanning makes the
capture of complex information such as long cumbersome
reference codes or serial numbers much more straightforward.
Each pick has to be completed and match the details in the system
before the operator is able to move onto the next activity. Each pick is
logged by the system and automatically confirmed against the order.
This means that when the pick sequence is completed, individual
orders do not need to be re-checked before despatch as the electronic
data capture provides the confirmation of order completion.
WMS systems using RF automatically optimise the sequencing
of warehouse activities to ensure they’re executed in the fastest,
and safest way. Managers can be confident that operators are
following the optimised plan because the RF device guides the
operator pick by pick.
Finally – and increasingly – RF scanning builds on this improved
efficiency and accuracy with increased speed.
Dave explains. “The confirmation of a pick is much faster and any
discrepancies are identified and dealt with very quickly. All this
combines to ensure despatch windows are met and tight deadlines
are achieved. Having up-to-date electronic information available at
your fingertips improves the speed of response to customers and
the business, including order status updates, replenishment and
stock planning”.

In environments with high operator turnover, the RF system is
much easier for a new operative to learn and use than a paper
based process, which means they can become productive more
quickly; in some cases warehouse operators new to an RF
scanning system can be up and running in about an hour.

GOOD NEWS FOR MANAGEMENT
Although it is true that RF scanning has been around for a while,
it still has a lot to offer as a really useful and practical technology.
As far as management is concerned, RF scanning means
increased workforce productivity, fewer costly mistakes and more
responsive customer service.
Combined, that means a positive impact on the company’s
capabilities and on its long-term future.
The benefits of RF scanning in warehouse operations are not to be
underestimated.

WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS DASHBOARD
From a parcel tracking system web page to an airport arrivals/
departure screen, we encounter operational dashboards in some
form in all aspects of our daily lives that use a reliable and frequent
source of data to provide situational awareness that would otherwise
be difficult to achieve.
In a warehouse this means that we take the flow of data that comes
back from the RF devices in use out on the floor, then collate and
interpret this information in such a way that it provides up to date
minute by minute situational awareness.
Picker productivity is a prime example. Dashboards can show picks
per hour performance as well as red, amber and green status against
performance benchmarks.
Another interesting use of dashboards is for deadline management,
which is a hot topic in most warehouse operations. For example,
if the courier (or own transport) is due to depart at 7.00 p.m. a
dashboard can track the live throughput of the warehouse against the
number of orders still to be picked, in real time. Based on this data,
the dashboard will code the expected finish time as red, amber or
green which clearly indicates if the departure time will be met.
As Dave Renshaw points out, “of course, all of this can be done
by running screen based reports but the key to the success
of dashboards is their delivery of unprompted awareness. By
automatically changing the colour of a key piece of data or a graph,
the dashboard draws your eye to make you aware that something
has changed. You don’t get that from reports. You can also place
public dashboards (such as picker performance) in prominent
places on large flat screen monitors – a good way of influencing
workforce productivity.”
So, to get the optimum in accuracy, efficiency and effectiveness from
your warehouse, the humble bar code, working with RF technology
and operational RF-driven dashboards, can provide the key.

www.anisagroup.com
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ERP Software collaboration with
In2grate at NASH Mechanical Seal
Services delivers MRO innovations
UK based NASH Mechanical Seal Services is one of the most specialised global companies, driven it says by “an
almost unreasonable desire to make things work better”. Since 1966, its uncompromising approach has earned
NASH a reputation for excellence and the ability to repair any brand of mechanical seal used on rotating equipment
operating in process industries, including oil and gas, pharmaceutical, chemical, coatings and ink.
With core business focused on the repair of any brand of
engineered mechanical seal, NASH handles an infinite combination
of variables in design, size, materials, application and defects. An
assembly may contain over 160 parts and each seal can cost from
£1,000 to more than £60,000 to buy new. With such complex,
high value requirements, NASH needs leading-edge systems to
support all its operations.
NASH’s working relationship with In2grate began in 2003. At that
time, NASH’s business had grown to the point where a significant
overhaul of its business software was needed. SolidWorks 3D
CAD was used with disjointed databases, which required time
consuming, repeated data entry with scope for error. In addition,

data on seal parts was incomplete and had become out of shape
with some part number duplication.
NASH could see that as the business grew further, its existing
systems were likely to be overwhelmed. In particular, the company
was concerned about managing the ‘tear down and inspection’
process when newly received seals are dismantled and assessed
for repair. After inspection and cleaning, all parts are dispositioned,
damaged parts are repaired or replaced, and the seal is then
reassembled and tested before despatch to the customer. During
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inspection, the design and parts within each seal are recorded and
drawn using a CAD system for future reference.
NASH decided to start the move to a fully integrated ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) system that included significant
MRO capabilities. Matt Corker, Operations Director, explains: “We
looked at various ERP systems, but found them too high volume
manufacturing focussed. Our core business is repair to order with
only a small amount of manufacturing of new product, so this was
a major consideration, not least because NASH’s reputation is
based on being able to repair absolutely any brand of seal.”
NASH’s search led to JOBSCOPE from In2grate Business
Solutions, a tri-part ERP suite including Engineer To Order (ETO),
Manufacture to Order (MTO) and Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO). Significantly, the MRO module also contains a
Repair Manager application. In2grate typically carries out bespoke
alterations to JOBSCOPE during a customer implementation and
NASH was impressed with In2grate’s capabilities and willingness
to customise the installation to its requirements.
In a phased approach, NASH and In2grate began with the
specification and implementation of the Accounting module.
This was followed by the introduction of JOBSCOPE’s Inventory,
Purchasing, Job Management and Control modules. The next
significant milestone was the introduction of JOBSCOPE’s
standard MRO module, including Repair Receiving and Repair
Manager.
Introducing JOBSCOPE has transformed NASH’s operations. BOMs
record which of up to 160 seal components are contained within each
seal. Part numbers for over 10,000 parts are in place and consistent,
and repeated entry of order data has been eliminated. After NASH had
become expert in the use of MRO, it became clear that JOBSCOPE
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could be enhanced to provide even more sophisticated functionality
to help NASH streamline its business processes. As a result, the latest
phase of work has extended the working relationship between NASH
and In2grate into a software development collaboration to extend the
functionality of the MRO modules.
Discussions began after In2grate’s annual JOBSCOPE User Group
in September 2013, sharing information on future developments of
the ERP suite, taking feedback from users and also their requests
for future additions and enhancements. Because NASH’s business
is so MRO orientated, its expertise in the field is invaluable, and
In2grate offered to invest in collaboration in return for NASH’s
insight and the opportunity to test the software’s new functionality
in a live environment.

“As well as the better integration between MRO, inventory and
accounting, we’ve put a ‘repair for stock’ process in place which
means that the seal is held in stock ready for an exchange, eliminating
turnaround time when a repair is required in the future. This wasn’t
possible before and we’re already getting great feedback from our
customers on the extended seal exchange programme. It’s another
area where JOBSCOPE’s flexibility and In2grate’s knowledge have
really proved their worth to our business and the bottom line,” Matt
concludes.

The project was completed in July 2014 enabling NASH to: −− extend its successful seal exchange and repair service
to include repair for stock
−− Create a Repair Job detailing the work involved for the
customer’s approval
−− Create an itemised BOM during inspection
−− Create a number of Repair Work Orders to schedule
and itemise the repair process item by item for each
seal in an efficient manner.
−− Create new Part Work Orders, Stock Issues and
Purchase Orders from the system to match each
Repair Work Order so that damaged parts can be
replaced, repaired or added as appropriate.

One year after discussions on the collaboration began, NASH
returned to the September 2014 JOBSCOPE User Group to give
a presentation about the project and the new functionality and
performance it has delivered to the JOBSCOPE ERP suite. Feedback
there was also good - on the software’s new capabilities as well as
the benefits of an In2grate/customer collaboration.
Our sincere thanks go to Matt Corker and the whole team at
NASH Mechanical Seal Services for all their help and hard work in
enhancing JOBSCOPE’s impressive capability.

Matt Corker explains some of the main benefits that NASH has
experienced: “Repair Manager itself was already a must-have
function for us within JOBSCOPE. With the extra and improved
functionality, our processes are slicker, faster and more automated.

www.anisagroup.com
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CALIDUS - made to measure for your business
10

CALIDUS Total Logistics is a versatile software solution which can be implemented
using a modular approach, or as a complete end to end system.
As these brief snapshots of some of our most recent customer projects demonstrate, it
can adapt to handle the logistics requirements for a wide variety of products and business
types, and will scale from quite modest requirements to high volume businesses.

Matrix Tooling

Matrix Tooling provides cutting tool solutions to OEM
and component manufacturers serving Aerospace,
Power Generation, Medical, Automotive, Motorsport
and General Engineering markets.
The company’s product portfolio also includes
measuring equipment such as Micrometers, Vernier
Calipers and Height Gauges, with support services that
include calibration and helping clients to find the best
tool for the job.
To help provide a Just In Time stock of components the
company provides a point of use dispensing systems
that bill at the point of use and manages inventory and

re-ordering. In order to support this process, Matrix
Tooling recognised the benefits of implementing a
sign on glass proof of delivery system using CALIDUS
ePOD.

NHS BT

NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) is a Special
Health Authority and key to the operation of the NHS.
Providing Blood and Transplant services to the NHS,
which means supplying enough safe blood to hospitals
in England and North Wales and providing tissues and
solid organs to hospitals across the UK. Each year
donors give about 1.8 million donations of blood and
about 4,600 organ transplants are carried out - saving
and transforming countless lives.
There are no practical mechanisms available for
rapidly increasing production or modifying demand
by marketing strategies! Making sure that all available

resources are deployed in the most efficient manner is
the best, indeed only, method of meeting variations in
demand.
Getting the systems right for these organisations is
critical. Collections and deliveries must always be
made at the right time and to the right place – there
is no scope for mistakes!
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Brett Martin
Established in 1958, Brett Martin is a family
owned independent manufacturer of plumbing
and drainage products. Headquartered on its
founding site in Co. Antrim the company employs
800 people at several locations across the UK and Europe, with a
client list that includes Travis Perkins and B&Q.

off deliveries at a product level, and which could run to 15 pages
per delivery and selected CALIDUS ePOD which is integrated
with the company’s Microsoft
Dynamics AX ERP solution.

The company needed a more efficient way to manage very high
volumes of delivery paperwork, resulting from the need to sign

Tradeteam
Tradeteam provides local and
national drinks delivery to
the ‘on’ trade and ‘off’ trade,
distributing brands for blue-chip companies. The company’s
independent status allows it to offer a competitive delivery service
and has secured its position as the UK’s leading drinks delivery
partner, which has led to prestigious domestic and international
industry awards.

OBS Logistics has worked with Tradeteam since 2001 and has recently
completed a major upgrade of their existing CALIDUS WMS which paves
the way for a transition to the new
CALIDUS WMS, a cornerstone
of the CALIDUS Total Logistics
suite. As part of this upgrade,
Tradeteam also implemented a
duty management capability.

Lomas
Lomas Distribution Ltd offers road transport
services for construction, and commodities
including rock salt, crushed aggregates, and
wood chips for bio-mass.
Since its inception back in 1986, this family run business, headed
up by Managing Director Richard Lomas, has grown into a major
national logistics provider with more than 300 employees and over
200 HGV tractors, 300 bulk tanker trailers and a number of rigid and
articulated bulk tipping trailers.
Its bespoke headquarters were built just six years ago at Water

Swallows on the outskirts of Buxton, incorporating a state of the
art workshop featuring a DVSA/VOSA approved test lane, MOT and
Tachograph calibration facility.
Lomas had an urgent requirement for a hosted WMS
system following it securing
a warehousing contract for a
major aggregates company and
has also recognised the benefits
of implementing a TMS with a
delivery management and sign
on glass capability.

Andrew Porter
Headquartered in North West
England, with 300,000 square feet
of general warehousing and 35,000
square feet of high bay pallet storage space, Andrew Porter offers a
range of removals, storage and delivery services including specialist
furniture logistics to retail stores and directly to customers.

articulated lorries. The system will track delivery of high value items
which can be difficult to handle, to photo-capture a visual record
of any damage which occurs and provide a complete audit trail,
including support of the damage disclaimer process.

This also includes a ‘white glove’ service which requires customer
sign off to confirm the goods are delivered and installed undamaged.
Andrew Porter has selected CALIDUS ePOD for its 40 vehicles which
are mostly 7.5 tonnes trucks with some vans and a limited number of

www.anisagroup.com
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Unrivalled choice of ERP

When it comes to ERP software, one size really does not fit all. The Anisa Group is unique
in offering our customers a choice of different ERP software platforms. Companies can
select the system most suited to their manufacturing process and their business needs.
For even more choice, we are able to deploy software on premise or as a hosted (cloud)
solution from our UK data centres.
Featured here are just some of our ERP software clients from across a wide range of
manufacturing organisations, including new and long-standing clients.

Equip Outdoor Technologies
Headquartered in Derbyshire and
with offices across Europe, the
USA and Asia, Equip Outdoor
Technologies Ltd specialises in the design and
marketing of technical outdoor equipment and is the
home of popular brands for sports enthusiasts - Rab
and Lowe Alpine.
Rab clothing stands among the most technical and
innovative on the market, designed to meet the exacting
demands of the Scottish mountains that remain the
inspiration and testing ground for many of its products.
Quality of design and functional excellence mean that
all Lowe Alpine products are designed so that the
activity can be enjoyed by a person without thinking or
worrying about what’s being carried.

Stop-choc

Since early 1977, Stop-choc has operated a
manufacturing unit at Slough, primarily for the design,
development and production of illuminated display
panels, anti-vibration mounts and electronics racking.
Today Stop-choc Ltd is part of the Hutchinson group,
the rubber and chemicals division of TOTAL.
Stop-choc solutions have been used extensively
in Aerospace and Defence, Industrial, Marine and
Offshore markets for over 35 years.
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Summa BVBA
Summa was formed in 1999 after the merger
of WestComp, Inc., and CalComp Display
Products NV (formerly Summagraphics). The company’s rich
history began in a factory raised in Gistel, Belgium in 1973. The
factory was established to assemble high-tech recording devices
used in, among other things, the manufacture of precision optical
lenses. Summa’s evolution into vinyl imaging started in 1987, when
it began modifying pen-plotters for use in vinyl-cutting applications.

highly reliable and accurate products for the sign making, labelling,
vehicle wrap, aerospace and outdoor advertising industries.

That evolution led to what Summa is today, a recognised global
leader with 25 years of experience building cutting plotters, delivering

Bioline
Founded in 1992 and headquartered in London,
Bioline is an evolving international company,
which develops, manufactures and markets
a wide range of specialised bio-research
reagents that simplify, accelerate and improve
life sciences research.
The company has developed and manufactured a portfolio of more
than 300 reagents and kits, many of them proprietary, for molecular
biology, cell analysis, and nucleic acid and protein separation and
purification. These reagents are used by molecular biologists and

other research scientists to
perform test-assays and
research in many fields from
medical, biotechnology and
marine biology to food
and agriculture technology
as well as forensic and
environmental sciences.

SMS
SMS Technologies is a specialist technical
manufacturing company with a proud pedigree,
having its origins in a long established multinational.
The company was established in 1988 as a ’spin-out’ from BOC
International’s medical company, Ohmeda, to supply equipment,
spares, servicing and service exchange to the medical equipment
industry worldwide.
During the ensuing years SMS Technologies has developed an
array of new services, expanding outsourcing capabilities into
other technical fields.

As a specialist contract medical
equipment manufacturer SMS
help to solve medical equipment
and component development,
manufacturing, inventory and
delivery problems for leading
OEMs (Original Equipment
Manufacturers).

Markwins
®

For almost two decades, Markwins has
been providing expertly designed cosmetic
and beauty care collections - a culmination of high-quality cosmetics,
with a unique look and extraordinary value. Markwins is one of the
fastest-growing cosmetic manufacturers in the world today and owns
cosmetic brands for the prestige, mass, teen and ‘tween’ markets.
It also has an increasing number of international divisions for branded
promotional cosmetic lines, toys and role-playing merchandise, bath
and body care products and cases and packaging.

In addition to its own brands including the Color Institute, nova360
and Pro Art, the company also produces a large range of cosmetics
and consumer goods under brand names such as ‘Disney Princess’,
‘Hello Kitty’ and ‘Barbie’.

www.anisagroup.com
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TomTom Telematics and OBS Logistics:
Better solutions together

TomTom Telematics is a business unit within the Dutch-based TomTom Group dedicated to commercial fleet
management and vehicle telematics. Its handsets and apps are synonymous with quality and practicality, but how
has the company put together such a diverse portfolio?
The secret to TomTom Telematics’ portfolio is its comprehensive partner programme and OBS Logistics is one of
its top tier providers. In this article, we take a look behind the scenes at what makes this relationship tick.

TomTom Telematics is Europe’s largest provider of vehicle telematic
solutions, supporting over 30,000 customers in more than 60
countries. Its well-known WEBFLEET platform is a Software-asa-Service (SaaS) solution, used by businesses to improve vehicle
performance, save fuel, support drivers and increase overall fleet
efficiency.
A comprehensive partner programme has been instrumental in the
company’s success, building a diverse range of over 120 bestin-class WEBFLEET app integrations from a base of 90 TomTom
.connect Partners. OBS Logistics joined TomTom’s portfolio as a
Partner in 2010. CALIDUS ePOD was the first app to be released
in 2011 and began to make a great impact within the TomTom
Telematics customer base.

DEMANDING AND BENEFICIAL
TomTom Telematics’ Partner programme is both demanding
and mutually beneficial. For example, .connect Partners have to
be resource heavy in WEBFLEET skills, have knowledge of the
Android platform and be prepared to work to tight timescales.
In return, using their own sales teams, Partners can prospect
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their own customer databases, resell the TomTom Pro8 series of
devices and enhance their own software and service offerings.
In January 2014, OBS Logistics was promoted to the top tier of
Premier Partner, reflecting that its TomTom apps are installed in
1,000 vehicles and with over 10 joint customers.
The 3 year referral relationship includes matched roles between
the organisations at all levels ranging from TomTom Telematics’
dealers to its Global Sales VP. Premier Partners are also invited
to lead sessions at UK and international Partner events - OBS
Logistics has hosted sessions at TomTom events in Amsterdam
and Stratford.
Most importantly as a result, the two companies are already
proud to include the NHS, along with a number of other leading
organisations, as joint customers.
Matt Turner of OBS Logistics explains why the company’s
relationship with TomTom has worked so well: “TomTom leads
the way in telematics and navigation and OBSL has more than
40 years experience providing business software solutions to the
logistics market. The relationship continues to thrive and bring
great benefits to joint customers and prospects.”
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OBS Logistics’ new TomTom VEhub mobile app in action

EW
N
At the 2014 TomTom Partner Conference, OBS Logistics launched its VEhub mobile app for vehicle management, a low
cost, easy to use, entry level system for transport operators of all sizes.
The Android app is available now for the TomTom 827x series, extending the use of its photo capture capability and geolocation tracking to enable companies running transport operations to manage everyday processes more efficiently. It has
three core functions for drivers and additional capabilities for fleet managers in the system administration.
CREATING INTEREST

•

In the unfortunate event of an accident, VEhub supports the
driver with a clear and simple response process including
capture of all relevant information electronically, including
accident photos.

OBS Logistics’ VEhub app is likely to create a lot of interest from
companies who do not currently have mobile solutions because
of its intuitive interface which requires virtually no dealer support,
the easy sign-up process via application form and direct debit and
prices starting at £3 per vehicle per month.

NEW FOR FLEET MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS

The upgrade path from the VEhub mobile app is another compelling
business benefit. As fleets expand, customers can upgrade from
VEhub to OBS Logistics’ CALIDUS ePOD system and go on further
to upgrade to the CALIDUS Transport Management System and the
CALIDUS Warehouse Management System.

Information captured by drivers via the VEhub-enabled TomTom
827x series device is aggregated in a simple browser based
management portal for print or email of documents, reporting and
analysis, and the geo-location of key assets. Fleet managers and
administrators are able to:

Transport and ePOD systems expert at OBS Logistics, Matt
Turner, explains how a VEhub system can contribute to transport
operators’ profitability and efficiency: “VEhub is a great app for
reducing compliance paperwork in the business. Knowing your
drivers and vehicles are on the road operating to DVSA/VOSA
standards is priceless”.

•

Configure all Android forms/labels by designing or changing
existing mobile forms.

•

Carry out full search/filter/look-up on data returned by app
users in the field.

•

View all vehicle check and accident reports in PDF format
via an automatic or manual email.

NEW FOR DRIVERS

•

View the location of all trailers carrying the app on Google
Maps.

•

View the locations of all vehicle checks, accident reports
and trailer scans on Google Maps.

•

Print Quick Response (QR) codes from the trailer list so that
drivers can scan them in-cab, or inside/outside the trailer.

•

DVSA/VOSA daily vehicle checks with defect photo capture.
These provide a detailed record for planning routine
maintenance or repairs, and an audit trail to comply with
health and safety requirements for road worthiness.

•

Barcode scanning of each trailer and unit to determine their
location.

www.anisagroup.com
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Whale™pumps new efficiencies with
Open Business Solutions’ visual
manufacturing.
Whale is a well-known brand owned by Munster Simms
Engineering Ltd with a reputation built on decades of high
quality design expertise.

ERP system thereby ensuring accuracy and eliminating additional
data entry. It would also be beneficial that the work instructions
were available directly and visually to the production staff on their
workstation touchscreens.

Whale™ supplies more than 1000 product lines to the marine,
caravan/motorhome, pumped shower drainage and industrial
markets around the world with innovative freshwater, bilge and
waste pumps, and water and space heating systems.
The Sunday Times Top 100 listed company, headed by Patrick Hurst
MBE, is proud to design, manufacture and market Whale products
from its base in Bangor, Northern Ireland and to export worldwide.
For more than a decade, Open Business Solutions has been a
constant IT partner to the company. The close relationship began
with the installation of Whale’s Infor ERP system, with Open
Business Solutions providing support and updating the software
regularly right up to the latest Infor XA version.
This ERP system provides a strong IT backbone for the company’s
KanBan (lean) manufacturing operations and supports its high
quality standards (ISO9001, 14001 and OHSAS 18001).

TAKING CONTROL OF OPERATING PROCEDURES

MAKING DETAILED INFORMATION MORE VISIBLE

To improve the control of its standard operating procedures,
Whale, sought advice from Open Business Systems.

Following extensive investigation, Open Business Solutions
recommended Visual Factory.net from Nomuda.

The pump manufacturer wanted to automate its procedures using
software and replace its large and difficult to manage library of
documents.

This web-based software fits well with Infor XA and provides
full maintenance and control of operating procedures and work
instructions. Components changes can be made on the fly and
when new products are introduced, it is possible to set up new
procedures and instructions quickly and make them visible to all
who need them. With any new items having similarities to existing
products, it is also possible to replicate the relevant assembly
instructions and components rather than starting a new procedure
and work instruction from scratch.

“Our challenge was streamlining the work instruction approvals
and speeding up the process of getting time-critical instructions
to the shop floor,” says Michael Brennan, Project Manager, Whale.
In common with numerous other manufacturing companies, these
documents were created using Microsoft® Office tools and it was
a monumental task to manage about 1300 procedures and work
instructions. When new products were introduced, new documents
had to be written from scratch and if existing products were altered
in any way, it took time to update all the related documentation.
Reflecting production changes on the shop-floor was another
bottleneck that hampered efficiency.
The Open Business Solutions’ consultant researched the availability
of appropriate software that would match the company’s
requirements. The software would need to interface with Infor XA
to maximise efficiency so that production data would flow from the
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Visual Factory.net imports engineering data directly from the ERP
system to create very detailed work instructions. Product changes
are communicated instantly and unlike paper systems, the system
removes the risk of old instructions reappearing in production areas.

SEEING THE BENEFITS
“The system allows us to integrate each Bill of Materials (BOM)
with the relevant work instructions on a daily basis. This eliminates
the extra process of printing the BOMs separately. It means that
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the BOMs relevant at each stage of the production process are
available at each production terminal,” says Michael Brennan.
The system has improved the speed and accuracy of production
as it displays full visual, systematic work instructions to the shopfloor. Any changes to the products are advised instantly to the
operators on their workstation touchscreens and they do not need
to read paper documentation.
This innovative way of working is very beneficial to supporting
the company’s strict manufacturing standards and enables staff
to focus on their work and not worry about changes in production
and associated documentation, which has improved throughput.
“We can make changes quickly and easily and it allows us to get
the information direct to the shop-floor. It has also enabled us
to integrate our business management systems,” adds Michael
Brennan.
Another advantage of the touchscreen-based system is the ability
to show customers and other visitors that Whale has stringent
operating procedures. It demonstrates that Whale has a very high
level of control over its manufacturing processes and that it adheres
to its procedures with clear and exacting visual instructions for its
workforce.

About Visual Factory
VisualFactory is a software tool that helps a wide
variety of high value and complex assembly
manufacturers implement lean practices in a
simple, standardised and sustainable way.
It’s a web browser based software application
(running inside your corporate firewall) that is
proven to dramatically reduce costs, improve
productivity and efficiency of your workforce, and
deliver ‘Right First Time’ quality.

“We are saving time and labour, which in turn has enabled
us to recoup the cost of our investment. The combination of
Visual Factory.net with our Infor XA ERP software provides us
with powerful tools for our type of manufacturing and it’s an
approach I’d recommend to other manufacturing and engineering
companies,” says Michael Brennan.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PIPELINE

VisualFactory takes data from your ERP/MRP and
provides dynamic Electronic Work Instructions
(EWI) so that products are built right first time
every time, even in low volume high variety and
configure to order environments. All data is
recorded and tracked, any data can be reported
on like recording what tools are used, to how long
a particular activity took to complete etc.

Infor XA’s manufacturing execution system enables the screens to
display manufacturing data directly on the production line as well
as enable recording of important information.
Another area that Open Business Solutions is helping with is
production monitoring. When these developments are complete,
Whale will have closed the information loop, from showing its
production line staff how to assemble the products, capture the
core information about how each item was made, and provide
summaries and status onscreen at the touch of a button.

www.anisagroup.com
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Improving customer
service saves you money.
It is so important to recognise that your customers can play
an important part in helping you to manage your supply chain
more effectively and at the same time it improves the service you
provide to them.

•

Where goods are being collected from the customer or supplier,
they can confirm the actual quantities to be despatched and
print barcoded labels to adhere to the goods together with a
manifest for the collection; this really streamlines the process
and accuracy when the driver comes to collect the goods
and facilitates timely and accurate tracking of the goods as
they move through the logistical process.

•

Track orders throughout the delivery process. This includes
availability of live estimated time of arrival (ETAs) which
the customer can get direct access to when a delivery is
in progress – these on-line enquiry options avoid customer
service calls and reduce your administration costs.

According to Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics, this is one of
the key trends that the company is currently addressing with its
CALIDUS Total Logistics product suite.
Dave explains “When we work with logistics operations, whether
3PL or in house operations, these days one of the most common
requirements at the top of their wish list is a portal to enable their
customers to interact with their logistics systems right across
their supply chain.”
CALIDUS Portal, one of the modules within the CALIDUS Total
Logistics suite addresses this need comprehensively and is
providing benefits within logistics operations right across the
World.
CALIDUS Portal enables your customers to:
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•

Enquire as to the inventory availability to satisfy orders.

•

Enter orders or upload orders from a spreadsheet to move
goods from a collection point or warehouse to the required
delivery locations – this takes away the admin needed to
enter orders within your business and the responsibility for
the accuracy of the orders is firmly with your customer.

It is not only your customers who make use of these portal
facilities. People within your organisation such as your customer
service teams will use them to provide a proactive service to
customers based on up to the minute information on the status
of orders and inventory. They also avoid the need for numerous
calls to drivers to check how the collection/delivery process is
progressing.
Dave summarises the benefits Portal offers “The Portal takes
your system directly to your customers, enabling them to place
their orders at their convenience and to track these orders and
inventory levels. It is something most organisations we speak
to are demanding and when you provide these features to your
customers it really ties them in and provides a platform for you
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to show the high levels of customer service you are delivering.”
It is important to recognise however that the Portal is giving you
and your customers access to operational tracking information
and that this information needs to be available within your overall
supply chain systems to make this possible. As Dave explains, this
is where OBS Logistics with it CALIDUS Total Logistics systems
really scores “Portal relies on you having a ‘single version of the

to offer from anyone else – TMS, WMS, ePOD, Customer Portal;
all together as a fully integrated solution, from one company,
which is provided as a Managed Service so that they do not need
to worry about running the system and infrastructure.”
CALIDUS Total Logistics is modular such that you can use part of
the overall solution or the total suite. It also provides the capability
to link in other third party solutions such as TomTom WebFleet to

“When you provide these features to your customers it really ties them in and provides a
platform for you to show the high levels of customer service you are delivering”
truth’ supply chain system managing operations and capturing
information across your logistics operation which CALIDUS Total
Logistics does very comprehensively. CALIDUS Total Logistics
provides operational modules for Warehouse Management,
Transport Management, Delivery Management (ePOD) and even
has a module for the operation of Rail terminals which is likely to
be a growing need in the future. Not only is it a comprehensive
system for your Total Logistics needs, it is also unique.”
Dave justifies this claim by adding “An Australian based Freight/
Logistics company, operating across Australia, New Zealand,
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and the USA is implementing the
full CALIDUS Total Logistics system. Their CEO explained that they
had chosen our solution because they could not get what we had

monitor driving habits which can deliver real benefits in terms of
lower fuel costs, lower maintenance costs, reduction in accidents
and insurance costs which result from changing driver behaviour.
Sometimes the links to third party solutions can also be as an
alternative to using certain CALIDUS modules. Dave explains
“Sometimes we engage with a client who already has a WMS
and a TMS and simply wants to add CALIDUS Portal to track
movements through their supply chain. We therefore need to be
able to link to other WMS and TMS systems. We have to recognise
that we will not always provide a client’s total systems solutions
but what is important is that when the full solution is needed we
can provide it - which is a real differentiator for us.”

www.anisagroup.com
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In2grate breathes new life into ERP
for growing Arnold Wills Group
The £22 million turnover Arnold Wills Group is one of the most
respected manufacturers in the UK fashion industry. The family
owned business started in 1946 and supplies major high street
retailers with a vast selection of men’s and ladies’ belts, handbags,
purses, luggage, cufflinks and other mainly leather-based quality
fashion accessories.
The company’s strategy has been highly acquisitive in order to
diversify its range, secure additional production facilities and
amalgamate competitors into its own business. Growth has been
constant – even through the latest recession – finally revealing
unacceptable inadequacies in the company’s manufacturing
operations and financial visibility.
By 2010, it was clear that growth had overcome the business’
existing operating infrastructure - a combination of Pegasus Opera
accounting and SharePoint software augmented with paper and
spreadsheet-based systems. To establish the company on firm
foundations for future growth, a fully automated, end-to-end
Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) software solution was
needed.

SCOPING EXERCISE
At that time, Arnold Wills’ IT
operations and support was
outsourced to a third party,
and together they conducted
a scoping exercise. As well as
the overriding objective to fully
automate its manufacturing
and financial systems, three
additional requirements were
critical:
−− The ability to track units in transit as well as in production, so
that the company could monitor ‘critical paths’ of each of its
thousands of products from order to delivery, end-to-end.
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−− More detailed and flexible access to financial information, to
be able to report on gross margin per product, for example,
and to be able to quickly and easily cost new items at different
stages of the product design process.
−− The ability to use ‘what if?’ reporting to further streamline
the business and provide information for future planning and
budgeting.
Manager of the automation project, Roger Neal, explains: “We had
little visibility of the supply chain before and with many thousands
of units in production at any one time, the number of paper-based
sales orders, manufacturing orders and purchase orders plus
tracking and reporting in spreadsheets was a nightmare.

CRITICAL PATH
“We call our production process the ‘critical path’ because each
stage is a JIT operation. For example, the right belt strap and buckle
need to arrive at the same time
at the right facility for assembly
and be packed as a single unit
ready to be picked again at our
factory in the UK, or shipped
as part of a box direct to the
customer.
“There’s labelling to contend
with, EU waste packaging
disposal
regulations
and
the actual shipping itself, of
course. We also source the
same products from different
suppliers so that we don’t have
all our eggs in one basket,”
Roger continues. “The devil
really is in the detail and with the new system, we’ll have real-time
visibility of all units in transit and in production.
“When it comes to reporting, we haven’t been able to access basic
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financial information such as gross margin per product since our
business was very much smaller and simpler,” Roger explains. “As
we continue to grow, it’s vital for us to understand the profitability
of different product lines and the multiple brands we operate
because the margin for error in the fashion industry is very small.”

PROVEN SELECTION
The scoping exercise resulted in the selection of Microsoft Dynamics
NAV Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software combined
with TRIMIT, a manufacturing solution with specific features and
functionality for the fashion industry. Both products have proved
themselves in high volume – low value, international operations and
the combination gives Arnold Wills a robust and flexible platform
with a Microsoft Office interface that is familiar to users.
The configurator within TRIMIT defines certain products as
‘masters’ with pre-defined optional parameters known as
‘Vardims’ – variants or dimensions. Each Vardim can be used to
define variations, e.g. the length and colour of a belt, or to define
a property of the product, e.g. the position of the
customer’s badge.
Roger and his team adopted a phased
approach to the implementation,
transferring sales order and purchase
order processing from Pegasus
Opera first to go live the following
year (2012). However, issues
developed as the third party IT
provider lost key personnel working
on the Arnold Wills implementation
and two years after the scoping exercise
began, little tangible progress had been made.
The company decided to look for an alternative systems
integrator and, from the Microsoft Dynamics NAV/TRIMIT
specialists in the UK, it selected In2grate Business Solutions for its
depth of experience in the NAV/TRIMIT platform, and the capability
and significant size of its NAV/TRIMIT team. The fact that In2grate
had previous experience of industry specific versions of TRIMIT
was also a factor.

REFRESHING CHANGE
“The In2grate team has been a complete and refreshing change
since they came on board,” says Roger. “They ensured a smooth
transition from our previous provider which was critical because we
had to upgrade NAV and TRIMIT to the latest version as well, and
virtually do a re-write of the implementation to-date. We had a lot
to sort out and the In2grate team have really applied themselves to
our problems and got on with the implementation in a timely way.”

The system upgrade completed in July 2014 and user training is
well underway. Arnold Wills appointed Andy Mossford as its inhouse IT manager (Andy previously worked with the outsourced
IT provider) and the company has been impressed with In2grate’s
training and people skills too.
“It’s not always easy to bring people on board with new software
systems and in our case, we’ve had to regain people’s confidence
too,” explains Roger. “While we were in the first stages of
implementation with our previous provider, people were still finding
their own ways of doing things. In2grate has helped us bring in
consistent ways of working and helped people understand why
it’s so important. In2grate has also worked closely and seamlessly
with Andy as well - it’s been a great team effort.”

REVOLUTIONISED
The manufacturing and financial operations of the Arnold Wills
Group have been revolutionised with the introduction of the
Microsoft Dynamics NAV/TRIMIT combination with In2grate,
presenting the company with a flexible and robust
platform, functionality specific to its industry,
and an ERP system capable of handling
further growth, acquisitions and
business development.
For example, a small part of
the Arnold Wills business is an
off-the-shelf wholesaler, Mag
Mouch Sophos, the merger of two
acquisitions in 2004. It operates
differently from the rest of the Group
using commissioned agents to sell to
small independent retailers. Using Majento
eCommerce software and interfacing to NAV/TRIMIT,
Mag Mouch Sophos is in the process of introducing an online
ordering system which will enable it to sell direct to consumers.
In2grate has also linked Jet Reports directly into the NAV/TRIMIT
system, enabling Arnold Wills to carry out ‘what if’ reporting,
modelling and analysis of its financial and supply chain data at a
detailed level. This capability is hugely beneficial to the company’s
short and long-term planning, budgeting and in managing its
operational efficiency.
Project manager, Roger Neal concludes: “Finally we have a fluid,
agile, manageable system that’s going to enable another 20 years
plus of successful growth at Arnold Wills. The In2grate team
has been a breath of fresh air and it’s been great for us to find a
business partner with as much commitment to the success of the
final solution and to the future of our business as we have. Highly
recommended.”

www.anisagroup.com
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Touch the Cloud
We’d be surprised if you hadn’t heard the word
“cloud” being used in reference to all kinds of IT.
In essence, those companies promoting cloud
solutions are talking about delivering managed
services over the web using a desktop or mobile
Internet connection. It is something the Anisa
Group of companies has been doing for several
years – providing our best of breed CALIDUS
logistics solutions as a fully managed service.
We are now offering this unique approach to the
ERP marketplace for In2grate Business Solutions
customers.
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WHAT IS CLOUD ERP?
Cloud ERP or cloud-based ERP is a manufacturing business system
hosted offsite and accessed using a secure interface via a standard
web browser.
It is a managed service that allows you to utilise a powerful system
without having it installed on your site. It will provide you with the
full functionality of on-premise software, but without the need to
manage and run it.

WHY SHOULD I BE INTERESTED?
Cloud ERP systems can provide a very flexible solution at an
attractive price point. This is because cloud ERP substantially
reduces capital investment in software or hardware; because the
system is largely paid for over the period of its life instead of as an

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

up front cost. We’ll maintain the servers, the security systems, keep
the software up to date and ensure your data is secure.

HOW DO I DECIDE WHETHER CLOUD IS A GOOD
SOLUTION FOR MY COMPANY?

WHAT ARE THE REAL BENEFITS OF A CLOUD-BASED
SYSTEM?

We believe there is a cloud solution available to cover most – if not all
- environments; please talk to us and we’ll help you decide whether
cloud is the right choice for your business. We understand that there
isn’t such a thing as a one-size-fits-all system and that is why all
our cloud ERP solutions are based on the leading manufacturing
software from Microsoft, TRIMIT, Infor and JOBSCOPE.

Your cloud ERP system – regardless of size and extent – can be paid
for via a monthly, quarterly or annual charge that is payable when the
system is in use and not before.
Let’s break down the benefits further. These include data security,
software maintained by experts, updates all managed remotely and
in the background, flexibility, and easier customisation.
On the importance of security, we have two wholly-owned, secure,
ISO 27001 accredited UK data centres in different locations. These
mirror each other so in the unlikely event of a failure the second data
centre will provide seamless back up with no downtime. In the UK
ERP market, this is unique. Plus, being cloud ERP your users can
access the system from any location as required.
For manufacturing companies, our ERP solutions cover concept,
through design and engineering into manufacturing and end of lifecycle management including maintenance repair and overhaul. Our
wholesale and distribution customers can achieve true visibility
across the entire supply chain by integrating market leading ERP
systems with our Total Logistics Solutions.

AM I LOCKED INTO THIS OR CAN I MOVE MY SYSTEM TO
ANOTHER VENDOR IF I NEED TO?
Our cloud ERP solutions are based on industry standard software
to give you peace of mind that you are not locking yourselves into
bespoke systems. It’s your software; we simply take away the
headache of installing and managing it. In the unlikely event that a
customer chooses to move to another supplier, the data is available
in a standard format.

We are a Microsoft Gold Partner for ERP software in the UK. We
believe Microsoft Dynamics NAV to be a proven powerful and
cost-effective solution for wholesalers, distributors and repetitive
manufacturing businesses.
TRIMIT ERP provides a tailor made solution for companies in the
Furniture, Fashion and Textiles sectors, addressing the complexity
of manufacturing goods that are available in multiple variants of a
core product.
For Engineer to Order (ETO) and Make to Order (MTO) manufacturers
we offer JOBSCOPE ERP. This software is designed uniquely for
real-time job costing and job shop manufacturing management
techniques essential to ETO and MTO companies. Featuring
seamless integration between CAD, job costing, finance, billing,
estimating, budgeting, order status, scheduling, contract structure,
quality control and bar code data collection, it is equally well suited
for single or multi-company and multi-plant situations.
We are a Master Channel Partner for Infor XA and XS ERP software.
We have an enviable track record of successful implementation of
Infor XA and XS products and proven expertise in helping customers
improve their manufacturing business processes across many
industry sectors including aerospace, automotive, electronics,
pumps and valves, bearings, light and heavy engineering.
If you would like more information about cloud ERP, please contact
us on 0207 881 2600.

www.anisagroup.com
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About The Anisa Group
The Anisa Group of companies consists of leading suppliers
specialising in the delivery of world-class integrated supply chain and
extended enterprise solutions, which can be provided as a managed
service.
With a global customer base and an average of one of our solutions
going live somewhere in the world every week, our success lies in
providing transparency and openness combined with the highest levels
of efficiency throughout our customers business processes.
The Anisa Group responds to customer demands by synchronising their
entire enterprise from development and engineering, manufacturing,
through to warehousing, distribution and transportation operations
including their sales and customer relationship management and all
their financial accounting needs.
By selecting partners at the forefront of exciting innovations and
technologies, we expand our knowledge and fulfil our promise to our
customers. We are continually evaluating further opportunities both for
organic growth from our existing operations and for expansion through
acquisitions and reseller channels.
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